Introduction
This paper had its origin in the following problem: Let f(x 9 y) be an irreducible polynomial with complex coefficients of degree d i in χ and d 2 The roots of unity are the torsion points of the group C x which we can identify with the algebraic group G m . The «-tuples of roots of unity (d, . . . , £ n ) are then just the torsion points of G m x ... x G m = (G m )". Let V be an irreducible subvariety of (G w ) w and denote by V ior the Zariski closure of the torsion points which are contained in K The problem is then to investigate V iOT and its relationship to K The irreducible components of V iot satisfy W = W iQt . We remark that the problem was also studied when the torsion points are replaced by a group Γ such that rk 0 (Γ ® O) < oo and in the case when (G m )" is replaced by an abelian variety. For more about this look at [Se89], , I, §6.
Suppose that F£ (G w ) n is irreducible of dimension rfand satisfies F = V tOT . A conjecture by Lang (cf. [La83] , p. 220) implies that Kshould be the translation of a subgroup of (G m ) n by a torsion point. This was proved (in even greater generality) by Laurent [Lau 83 ]. In section l we give a direct proof of this result by showing that there exist a u E Z and roots of unity (ζ ΐ9 . . . , £") such that The second section deals with equations f(x, y) = 0. The basic result is that the torsion points of /= 0 lie also on curves which are associated with /. This means that the torsion points can be effectively determined. Bezout's theorem then gives that the number of torsion points is bounded by if there are only finitely many. Actually there exist curves with 14 d± d 2 torsion points. This means that modulo constants the bound is best possible. Our approach makes it necessary to distinguish some cases. This makes it sometimes quite clumsy and prevents a nice generalization to higher dimensions.
The third section studies in detail curves of degree (l, 1) in G m x G m . The basic result is that modulo isomorphism there are exactly two curves of degree (1,1) with 14 torsion points. All other curves have ^12 torsion points or infinitely many. The results depend heavily on calculations with the Computer algebra System MAPLE.
If C is a curve in (G,,,)" of degree (d l9 ... 9 d n ) with only finitely many torsion points (and dj ^ 1) then we show in section 4 that the number of torsion points is 2g 22 min (d t ) max (</,) . This is done by induction on n and the results of section 2. Examples are given that indicate that the bound is reasonable.
Then we look at surfaces S £ G m x G m x G m . For technical reasons we restrict us to 'nice' surfaces. The constructive methods for curves can be directly translated to give results for surfaces. S tor consists of isolated points and of curves. We give estimates for the number and the degree of curves in S tor and also for the isolated torsion points.
Finally section 6 deals with varieties of higher dimensions. We present an algorithm how V iot can be effectively determined if V is given (at least in principle). Then we make a conjecture for varieties Fof codimension l in (G m ) n : let ^o r>i be the /-dimensional part of V tor and denote by [F] the class of the Zariski closure of Fin (P 1 )". Then the conjecture says: there are absolute constants c t (independent of n) such that in the Chow ring of (P 1 )". (The conjecture is true for ι = l and i = 2 with c l = l and some c 2 with 7 ;g c 2 ^ 11.) We conclude with some examples and remarks that support the conjecture.
Varieties V with tor
Let F be an irreducible subvariety of G m x ... x G m -(G m )*. We denote by V lor the Zariski closure of the torsion points which are contained in F. If W is an irreducible component of V tor then W= W iQT holds. In this section we will characterize the irreducible subvarieties Fof (G m ) n where F = V iot . It turns out that these are exactly the translations of an algebraic subgroup of (G M ) n by a torsion point. This was in greater generality proved before by Laurent [Lau83] , [Lau84] .
Before starting we list some conventions.
As G m is naturally imbedded in C we get also an imbedding of (G,,,) " in C n where we use the coordinates x l9 ... 9 x H . Subvarieties of (G m ) w are therefore described by equations in x l5 ..., x n .
We can also imbed C in P 1 . Therefore we get an imbedding G m x . . . x G w c* P 1 χ . . . χ P 1 .
m On P 1 x ... x P 1 we can use intersection theory. If n t is the projection to the i-th P 1 and a f is the pullback of the class of a point in P
1 by π, then we get for the Chow ring (cf.
If we have a subvariety V of (G m ) n then the class [F] of V will be the class of the Zariski closure of V in (P 1 )".
For further use we define the following Frobenius automorphism σ ρ of O ab : It maps every /7-prime root of unity ζ to ζ ρ and it is the identity on roots of unity of /j-power order. If it is necessary we regard it s extended to an automorphism of C.
We call the p-exponent β ρ (ζ) of a root of unity ζ the minimal n such that ζ ρη has pprime order. We write
If M is a finite set of numbers in O ab we call the p-exponent e p (M) the smallest n such that M £ Kp ". If/is a polynomial then e p (f) -e p (M) where Mis the set of coefficients of/. Proposition 1. If f is a (nontrivial) irreducible polynomial with complex coefficients and /(*!, . . . , x") divides /(xf, . . . , x%) for some N>1 then f has the form
where ζ is a root of unity with ζ*" 1 = 1.
Here A ~ B means that A and B differ only by a trivial factor, e.g. a constant or a monomial, and that / is nontrivial means f* 1.
Proof. \ . We assume that we cannot write f(x i9 . . . , x") = g(xi*, . . . , x$ n ) with some a t > l . Eise we replace / by g. Then we have also g(x^ . . . , x n ) \ g(x%, . . . , x%). We write 2. Assume /(Ajc t , x 2 ,..., x") = c/(^t, . . . , *"). As / is irreducible there is a monomial which does not contain x v This implies c « 1. Now we get α^^Λ η (λ ίι -1) = 0 which implies for the actually occuring monomial exponents λ ίι = l and according to the assumption in 1. that λ = 1.
3. Now let ζ be a primitive ΛΓ-th root of unity. 4. Take a torsion point s above in ν\/(ζ ίι μ ΐ9 ..., ζ ίη /Ο = 0. Applying σ gives = 0. As the points lie dense in V we get in terms of polynomials that divides /(f '^f 1 , . . . , C*"^)· If *(*!, -.,*.)-/(C 11 Jt lf . . . , f 1 »^ then we can apply proposition l and get our final Statement, α Now we will parametrize the codimension l subvarieties of (G m ) w of proposition 2.
After possibly changing from x f to --and translations we can assume that our equation has the form jc^1 . Proof. We prove the Statements by induction on the dimension n of (G m )". For n = l, 2 everything is clear. So fix n 2s 3 and assume that the Statement holds for all smaller values of n. Let π : (G m ) n -» (G^,) 1^1 be the projection by forgetting the last entry. Then n (V) is irreducible and the torsion points in it are dense. So we can apply our induction hypothesis to n (V). ) is a torsion point on / = 0. Therefore g = 0 has Nn t n 2 torsion points.
Example 3. Consider the family of curves
• For a = 0 there are infinitely many torsion points.
• For a = ± l the polynomial f a is reducible.
• If a Φ 0, ± l then f a is irreducible. (The irreducibility is equivalent to that of l -ax *\ y*2 __ jj ere t h e irreducibility follows immediately by looking at the divisor of
and seemg that it is never a nontrivial power.) We call a polynomial / normalized if one of the coefficients of / is 1. We have then Another restriction to find many torsion points on a curve is given in the next proposition. 
The rest follows by Bezout if we have shown that the two curves have no common component. As / is irreducible a common component would imply that f(x>y) divides (ff p /)(jc F ,j^)· If N is the order of σ ρ on the coefficients of / then we would get that f(x,y) divides f(x pN 9 y pN ) but this is impossible by proposition l and our assumption that /== 0 has only finitely many torsion points. α Our aim is tiow to find for a curve /= 0 other curves g i ' » 0, . . . , g n *= 0 such that all torsion points of /=* 0 are contained in the union of the intersections /-Λ *0,. ..,/«&-(>.
On the one band this will give an effecti ve method to find all torsion points and on the other band we will find with Bezoufs theorem a bound for the number of torsion points on / = 0.
The resi ts are contained in the following 4 propositions and corollaries. If /is normalized and the coefficients are not in O ab then we can apply proposition 4. So from now on we assume that / has coefficients in Q ab .
Let p be a fixed prime number. If c e O ab and ζ ΐ9 ζ 2 are roots ofunity then we can also investigate g(x,y) = cf^x, ζ> 2 γ) instead of f(x,y). We call / p-minimal ife p (f) £ e p (g) for all possible choices of c, C 1? ζ 2 . It is clear that we can always assume that / is pminimal by applying the above process.
Let / = ]T a u x l y j be irreducible. We look at the actually occuring monomial exponents (ij) of /, i.e. the set • If they are on a line in Z 2 , i.e. if they satisfy an equation
is a point on /= 0 then the curve can be parametrized t h-> (x 0 t a , y 0 t b ). But such a curve is not interesting for us because it either has no torsion point or infinitely many.
• We assume therefore that the monomial exponents of / do not lie on a line in Z 2 . Lemma l then shows that they can also not lie on a line modulo N if N is large enough.
• We say that / is 2-special if the monomial exponents of / lie on a line modulo 2.
• If / is 2-special and the monomial exponents (ij) satisfy i = 0(2) or j == 0(2) then we can write f(x,y) = g(x 2 ,y) or f(x 9 y) = g(x,y 2 )· By example 2 it is enough to investigate g. Therefore we assume from now on that ι = 0(2) and j Ξ 0(2) does not occur. If this is the case we say that / is 2-reduced.
• For integers a, b, c, N we define For 6 15 ε 2 € { -l, 1} we define
And for e l9 e 2 £ (0, 1} we define
• Suppose / is 2-special (and 2-reduced). If the monomial exponents of / satisfy the equation ai + bj s c mod 2 e and e is maximal with this property we call ai + bj^c mod 2* a defining equation for the 2-speciality of /. Without restriction we can write it in the form i 4-(j Ξ m mod 2 e with an odd integer /.
In the following only the prime number 2 is important Therefore we will write K n instead of K 2tH . Now we are able to state our first general proposition.
Proposition 7 (/is not 2-special and has 2-exponent ^ 1). We asstane that /= 0 hos onlyfinitely many torsion points. Then every torsion point off= 0 is contained in one ofthe following finite sets:
Proof. Let (x 0 ,y 0 ) be a torsion point on /= 0 of 2-exponent n. We distinguish different cases:
1. n£l. Then we can write (x 0 ,y 0 ) = (B 1 x l9 B 2 y i ) where ε ΐ5 ε 2 6{±1} and x t and y^ have 2-exponent 0, i.e. have odd order. Apply the automorphism σ 2 to f(B 1 x i9 B 2 y l )^0 to get 0 = (σ 2 /)(ε 1^, ε 2 >;ί) = (σ 2 /)(ε 1^, ε 2^) , i.e. (x 0 ,y 0 ) lies in ε ΐ5 ε 2 ).
2. w ^ 2. Let C be a 2"th primitive root of unity. Then we can write with x^y^K^ and (e t ,e 2 )€ {(0,1), (1,0), (1,1)}. Note that ζ 2 e K n _, and that {U} is a basis of K n over j^_ le We see that /[^i +^27 s O (2)](C ei x 1 ,C e2^1 )€ w _ 1 and fle^ + ejs l (2) We finally show that the sets Μ(ε ΐ9 ε 2 ) and N(e i9 e 2 ) listed here are intersections of curves without a common component and therefore finite. This Statement is clear for e 2$ because / is irreducible. As regards M(s t , ε 2 ) we have to show that
2 ). As in the proof of proposition 6 one sees that this implies that h = 0 has infinitely many torsion points and therefore /= 0 too. This contradicts our basic assumption. Therefore /(x,^) = 0 and (^2/ Proof. We count the number of points in the sets listed in proposition 7 with Bezout's theorem.
• Μ(ε 1 ,ε 2 ) is the intersection of curves of degree ^(d i9 d 2 ) and <Ξ(2</ ΐ5 2</ 2 ). By Bezout there are at most (d l9 d 2 ) -(2d i9 2d 2 ) = 4</ 1 </ 2 points in the intersection.
• N(l, 1) is the intersection of 2 curves of degree g (d l9 d 2 ) and so there are at most
• Now we estimate the number of nontrivial points in 7V(l,0)uAT(0, 1). We remark that /[i = l (2)] is divisible by χ and /[/ = l (2)] by y, so that we can write
The torsion points are therefore contained in {/ t =/ 2 = 0}u{/ 3 =/ 4 = 0}. Call the cardinality of the last set N. We distinguish 4 cases:
-έ/ λ = l mod 2, i/ 2 = 0 mod 2. As before we get N ^ 4^ rf 2 -2d t -2d 2 .
o in all cases we get N 2g 4rf t d 2 -2d l -2d 2 .
• Summing up gives the bound 22rf t d 2 -2d i -2d 2 for the number of torsion points s claimed. α
The next case requires a little bit more effort For a preparation we give some properties of 2-special polynomials. Let / be 2-special (and 2-reduced) and / + </ s mod T a defining equation. Then we have:
)].
• For the monomial exponents we get especially / +j = m (2) and therefore for fce {0, 1}. This implies #(1,0) = ΛΓ(0, 1).
This implies Af(-l, -1) = M(l,l) and Af(-l.l) = Af(l, -1).
Proposition 8 (/ is 2-special with 2-exponent ^1). Assume that f is 2-reduced with only finitely many torsion points and let i + £j = m mod 2 e be the defining equationfor the monomial exponents off. Define g = i + /
Then every torsion point off= 0 is contained in one of the following finite sets:
for (e lf 8 2 ) = (l, 1) and (l, -1).
Proof. Let (x Q ,y 0 ) be a torsion point of /=0 of 2-exponent n. We distinguish different cases:
1. n^l. As before we see that (x 0 ,y 0 ) is contained in one of the sets Μ(ε 1 ,ε 2 ). Furthermore Af(-l,l) = Af(l, -1) and Af(-l, -1) = 2. « ^ 2 and e 2 (x 0 ) Φ e 2 (y 0 ). As before we see that (x 0 , ^0) is contained in JV(0, 1) or N(i, 0). But ΛΓ(1, 0) = ΛΓ(0, 1) in this case.
3. n ^ 2 and e 2 (x 0 ) = e 2 (y 0 ). Take r = min(e, n -1). Let ζ a root of unity of order 2". We consider the Situation over the field K n _ r . Then we can write (without restriction) (x 0 ,y 0 ) = (ζχ' ΐ9 C^J) with x' t , y[ e K n _ r . We distinguish 2 cases: ii. « = ^ + 1. We write (x 0^o ) = (C^i> C^i) with x^e ^ and C 2 *"" 1 = l, ζ 2 * = -1. 
The finiteness of the listed sets follows in the same way s in the proof of proposition 7. We only have to show that /(^,^)|(σ 2^) (ε 1 Λ:
2 ) is impossible. Let ζ be a 2 e + 1 th root ofunity, i.e.
B 2 y 2 ) would imply by substituting ζχ for χ and ζ*γ for y that g(x, ^) 1 0*2 ^)( ε ι χ2 5 ε 2^2)· I n Ae proof of proposition 7 we showed that this means that g == 0 has infinitely many torsion points and consequently /= 0 would also have infinitely many torsion points which contradicts our basic assumption. Therefore f(x, y) = 0 has no common component with ( 0 2 & Proof. We do the same s in the proof of corollary l . All intersections can be bounded by 2d t d 2 
The other cases can be checked in the same way. Summing up gives the desired bound. α To illustrate our above proposition we give an example.
Example 5. Consider the curve /= x 2 y -2x>> 2 + 2x -y. We apply proposition 8. / is 2-special with i +j Ξ l mod 2. We get g = 2x -y -x 2 y + 2xy 2 . One finds:
where ζ is a primitive third root of unity.
And these are all the torsion points of /= 0. Now we look at the case where the 2-exponent of / is >1. To abbreviate some Statements in the following propositions we introduce some notations. Suppose / is 2-minimal and e 2 (/) = n 0^2 . Let £ 0 be a primitive 2 n°t h root of unity. Then for (*i> * 2 ) e {(°> °)> (*> °)> (°> !)> (!> 1)} we can uniquely decompose where g eie2 and Α β1β2 have coefficients in K nQ _ t . Define
Proposition 9 (/is not 2-special with 2-exponent n 0 > 1). Suppose f is 2-minimal andf= 0 Aas onlyfinitely many torsion points. Then every torsion point off-0 is contained in one of the following finite sets:
Let (x 0 , j 0 ) be a solution of / of 2-exponent n. We distinguish different cases: • £(0,0), £(1,0).
• ΛΓ(Ι,Ο).
• {/P + </ = m(2« 2. n jj> n Q + 1 and e 2 (x Q ) Φ e 2 (y 0 )· As before we see that (Λ: Ο , y 0 ) is contained in ΛΓ(Ι,Ο) or ΛΓ(0, 1). But ΛΓ(Ι,Ο) = ΛΓ(0, 1). And the conclusion follows.
3. n ^ n Q + 1 and e 2 (# 0 ) Α ^2 (Jo)* Take r = min (e, Λ -n 0 ). Let C a root ofunity of order 2". We consider the Situation over the field K n^r 2 ΛΓ Λ0 . Then we can write (without restriction) (Χ Ο ,>Ό) ^ (C^i> C s yi) with x' l9 y( € "-. r . We distinguish 2 cases: ii. n = e -h n 0 . We can write (* 0 , y 0 ) = (ζΛ:^ C^j) with x l9 y t e X^. We want to look at the Situation over the field Κ ηο -ι· Without restriction (by changing ζ a little bip we can write (x 09 y 0 ) = (ζχ 2 , C^2) οτ(ζχ 29 ζ' + *°γ 2 ) with x 2 ,y 2 eK no " 1 . Note that ζ 2 * has the same order s £ 0 and that ζ 2 ** 1 e Λζ ιο _ 1 . We distinguish these 2 cases:
A It is astonishing that the fact whether / is 2-special or not is not important for the final estimate. In some sense the classification according to 2-speciality seems to be artificial. On the other band we will see in the next section that the 2-exponent of / really matters.
Let us remark that our results here enable us to determine effectively the torsion points of any given curve f(x, y) = 0. For later use we summarize the last four corollaries: Proof. The only thing to consider is that the reduction process does not disturb the estimate. But if we have the estimate for f(x, y) then we can use it also for /(x 2 , y), etc. D Example 6. We look again at the family f a of example 3. It follows from example 2 and proposition 1 1 that there is an a such that the curve
has exactly I4d t d 2 torsion points. This indicates how good corollary 5 actually is.
An application of our results is:
Corollary 6. Let f(x,y) be irreducible of degree (d t ,d 2 ) 9 normalized and with only finitely many torsion points. If the coefficients of f are contained in thefield K and P is a torsion point o//= 0 then the degree of P over K is ^4d i d 2 .
Proof.
• If / has not coefficients in £? ab then by proposition 4 /= 0 has at most 2d l d 2 torsion points. Therefore P can have at most 2d i d 2 conjugates over K.
• So we can restrict us to the case that the coefficients of / lie in O ab . We can also assume that / is 2-minimal because possible translations will not change the argument below. If / is 2-reduced then propositions 7 to 10 show that a torsion point P lies in an algebraic set defined over K with ^4d t d 2 elements. This implies that the degree of P over Kis £4d l d 2 .
• Suppose that / is not 2-reduced and that we can write f(x,y) = g(x 2 ,y). We with an arbitrary ae Q. If ζ 1 is a primitive /^th root of unity and £ 2 a primitive p 2 th root of unity then P = (ίζ ΐ5 j£ 2 ) is a torsion point on /= 0. The degree of P over Q is 2 (P i -l)(/>2 -1)· T h is shows that the estimate in corollary 6 is reasonable. The question is whether 4d i d 2 can be replaced by 2d i d 2 .
The following example will be used in section 3. The proof introduces another technique which is sometimes helpful.
Example 8. Let f(x, y) be of degree (1,1) with only finitely many torsion points and suppose that / has 5-exponent 0.
The number of torsion points with 5-exponent 0 is bounded by 10 according to proposition 6.
We claim that there are no torsion points of 5-exponent 5: 1. Assume there is one. By corollary 6 it can have at most degree 4 over the coefficient field of /. Therefore we can assume without restriction that it looks like (£, ζΌ, 0 £j <! 4 where £ is a primitive 5th root of unity. But such a point lies also on one of the curves y = l or χ = y or y = x 2 or x 2 y = 1 or xy=*l which intersect /= 0 in at most 3 points. But by Galois Operation we get at least 4 points in the intersection. This is a contradiction. So our claim follows.
Therefore /= 0 has at most 10 torsion points.
Curves of degree (l, 1)
The results. In this section we want to look more closely at curves of degree (l, 1). From corollary 5 of the previous section we know that such curves have at most 18 torsion points if they have only finitely many. Is this the right bound?
If curves differ e.g. by an automorphism of G m x G m then they clearly have the same number of torsion points. Therefore we make the following definition:
We call f 9 geC [x, y] elementary isomorphic if one of the following conditions holds :
. /= σ g for some automorphism σ of C.
. /= cg for some c € C, c φ 0.
• /(*, V) = £(£**> i y y) for roots of unity ζ χ9 C r • /(*> y) = xg i -, A yg ix, -j, *jg f ~, -J or g(j>, *).
We call / and g isomorphic (f « g) if there exist / 0 , /i ,...,/" such that /=/ 0 , g = / n and /fis elementary isomorphic to f i^.1 .
Now we can state our results:
Proposition 11. Lei /e C [x, j] £e irreducible ofdegree (l, 1).
If f-Ο Aas infinitely many torsion points then f&x -y.
2. 7/*/= Ο Αα5 onlyfinitely many torsion points then there are at most 14 ofthem. We remark that we expect that the number 12 in 4. of the proposition can be replaced by 10.
Example. Each curve of the following family contains 10 torsion points:
where α is an odd root of unity not having order l or 5.
Ideaofproof. Let/= a 0 xy + a t x + a 2^ + a 3 be an irreducible polynomial ofdegree (l, 1). If /= 0 contains infinitely many roots ofunity then we know by the previous section that up to a constant / = χ -Cy or / = xj -C where ζ is a root of unity. This gives part l . of the proposition. So from now on we assume that /« 0 has only finitely many torsion points. We also assume that / is 2-minimal (which can always be achieved after translation).
If e 2 (f) > l then we know by corollary 3 that /= 0 contains at most 10 torsion points. Therefore such an / is no longer interesting for our proposition. So we are left with the case e 2 (f) ;£ 1. We distinguish two cases:
1. / has a torsion point of 2-exponent > 1.
/ has no torsion point of 2-exponent > l .
The other results mentioned will come out of the proofs below.
Finally we want to stress that we made heavy use of the Computer algebra System MAPLE. The idea is this: Assume that we have a relation between odd roots of unity:
where /e Q [x l9 . . . , xj. Then we can apply the Frobenius χ »-+ χ 2 to get a second relation Then (£ 15 . . . , C") lies on the intersection /=/ 2 = 0 where / 2 (x i9 . . . , x n ) = /(*·?, . . . , We can form the resultant g(x l9 . . . , x n _ t ) = res (/,/ 2 , xj and then we get which is a relation with one unknown less. u, v) , (u, -v) , (-u, v) , (u 9 -v) where u and v are odd torsion points. By the symmetries we see that torsion points of types (u, v) and (-u 9 -v) appear in the same number, and similarly for (u, -u) and (-M, v) . By eventually passing from f(x, y) to yfl x, --J (which also contains (/, 0) we can assume that the type (u 9 v) appears most often.
The first case is that type (u, v) appears at most twice. Then by our assumption the other types appear also at most twice, i.e. in total there are at most 4 · 2 + 2 = 10 torsion points. And we are done. And therefore we can assume c = -and the fourth point has first coordinate -. (Here a a C 3 is a primitive third root of unity.) Entering in D we finally get the points / l \ a Plugging l « 5 -3 l in / gives A = ----. We summarize:
Result: If / has more than 2 odd torsion points then / belongs to the family where a is an odd root of unity. We have at least 10 torsion points:
to, (-/-o, (4), (o>,i), (i.e.). (£:'«),
We now start with this f a and ask when is there a point of type (u, -v) on it. Take
F(a 9 u,v)=f a (u,-v).
We can assume that a, u and v are odd torsion points. We form
and then res(G,G 2 ,i/)-(ö 8 -a 7 + a 5 -uf 4 + a 3~ö -hl) 2 .
Therefore a has to be a 15-th root of unity. We assume that this is the case furtheron.
shows that the possible w's are powers of a. Out of G we get the Solutions u = a 5 and u « a 2 just by trial and substituting these in F we find (u, v) 
). By symmetry we get out of these also two points of type (-u, v) .
Result: Up to conjugation there is exactly one curve f a with more than 10 torsion points. This is the case if a is a primitive 15-th root of unity. .The additional points are If « -{. -exp to X ----and ttoefore 2sin -Now we have discussed this ease completely. We remark that in this case we have shown that a curve with less than 14 torsion points has already ^ 10 torsion points.
s l an d / has no torsion point of 2-exponent > 1. We assume / is given with these properties. Every occuring torsion point can be written in the form (u, v) , (u, -t?) , (-~w,t?), (-n, -tO where u and v are odd points. By possibly changing from f(x 9 y) to f(x, -y), /(-x, j) or /(-x, -.y) we can assume that the type (M, t?) occurs most often. We remark that by proPosition 6 a curve of degree (1,1) can have at most 4 odd torsion points.
If the case (u, v) occurs at most 3 times then the other cases s well and therefore there are at most 12 torsion points on /= 0 which implies the proposition in this case.
So from now on we assume that / has 4 odd torsion points. Here we have a general lemma:
Lemma 3. //*/= 0 has 4 odd torsion points we can assume (modulo an isomorphism) that they have the form (1,1), (α, α), (A, c), ( -, -L Moreover f has a symmetry \c bj Proof. We assume without restriction that (1,1), (r, s), (u, t?) , (w, /) are 4 odd torsion points on /= 0. Then = 0. Discussing F= 0 gives that at least one of the points satisfies x = y or xy = 1. After possibly changing from f(x,y) to yfi x, -l we can assume that one of the points satisfies x = y. We call this point (a, a). If a second one is (b, c) then the third one turns out to be If/= 0 has no point of type (-w,i?) then because of the symmetry it has also no point of type (w, -t?) and so it can have at most 8 torsion points. Then the Statements of the proposition are fulfilled.
Therefore we can assume that /= 0 contains a point of type (-u, v) .
Lemma 4. If f is äs above with a point of type (-M, t?) then we can assume (modulo isomorphism) that one of the twofollowing cases happens:
1. c = -and so o
We skip the proof and remark that much use is made of M APLE and different cases have to be distinguished but the methods are just the same äs the other ones used in this section.
These two cases are investigated in the next two subsections. a + 1 Case A: / = xy ----(x + by) + a. In order to find a torsion point of type (-w, t;) we look at F(a 9 b 9 u 9 v)=f(-u 9 O).
If we choose the odd root of unity with u% = ab then together with i? 0 = --we get a solution of F = 0.
(a a\ Result: (-u 0 , v 0 ) and l -, l are torsion points on /= 0.
If there are no more points of type (-«, t;) then we get a bound of 10 torsion points. So we have to look when there are more points. They satisfy
Then res (A, A 2 , u) ~ (a 2 + a + l)(b 2 + 6 + 1). So a or b is a third root of unity.
If b 2 + b +1 = 0 we can pass from /(je, y) to yfi x, -} and then we are again in the first case a 2 + a + l = 0. So we can assume without restriction that a 2 + a +1 = 0. This implies immediately h = (u -a 2 ) (u -a 2 6). Plugging in F the two values of u we get values for v:
Result: If a 2 + a + l = 0 then (-a 2 , a 2 b» , ^ ^, 2 ,, are more Solutions of types (-u, v) and (u 9 -v).
We assume now that α = ζ = £ 3 is a primitive third root of unity. If there are no points of type (-u, -v) then there are at most 10 torsion points on /= 0 and we are done. Therefore we have to look for points of type (-u, -v) . Define Let G ~ res (F, F 2 , v) and
Therefore b has to be a primitive fifth root of unity.
Writing now t = a 2 b 2 we get a -t* 9 b = t 3 and we find the Solutions (~ί 2 ,-ί*), (~* 6 ,~f 8 ), (-/",-ι»), (-f«,-/!*).
In this case / is where ns a primitive 15-th root ofunity. Making some normalizations one finds that /« xy + 2cos (-£} cos ( γ j (x -y) -l s claimed in the proposition.
Result: l --, -j l and l -r-j, --l are torsion pomts on /= 0.
But if we want more than 10 points we have to see when H = 0 happens. Suppose therefore H = 0. Then
We also have
We study the three cases how K can be 0:
, b . This is a special curve but s the a 5-exponent is 0 it can have at most 10 torsion points by example 8 of the previous section.
So we see that in the remaining cases there are at most 8 torsion points of the types (w, i?), (u, -t?) , ( -u, v) . The type ( -u 9 -t;) can appear at most 4 times. Therefore we see that in our cases there can be at most 12 torsion points. This finishes our argument. (4) torsion points.
Proof. 1. We prove the proposition by induction. For n = 2 the result is contained in corollary 5. Therefore we can assume that n §j 3.
Let n:(G m )
n -^(G^' 1 be the projection on the first n -l factors. Then C = n(C) is a curve (eise one of the dj s woi d be 0). By abuse of notation we use the a f 's also in the image space, i.e. n*^ = a f for l ^ i j£ n -1. Define y i = J\ a^. because the degree of ^ and ^a,· is 1.
3. If C has only finitely many torsion points we can apply our induction hypothesis and get that the number of torsion points on C is bounded by 22 min (4) Let C 0 = φ * C. The moφhism φ gives an isomorphism of C 0 to C respecting torsion points. Let C 0 = {/(r, M) = 0}. If we fix t we see that / has degree d in u, if we fix u, i.e. intersect with a" we see that / has degree d n in i. Therefore the number of torsion points on /= 0 and so on C is bounded by 22dd n . As d ^ d± the result follows also in this case. D
The proof gives also an effective method to determine all torsion points of a given curve C. The next example shows that the bound in the proposition is not too bad.
Example. Let n ^ 3 be given. We know from example 6 of section 2 that there is an a such that /= χ} If we assume that d l ^ rf 2 ^ · · · ^ 4ι Λ βη ^€ bound of the proposition gives 22 </ t ...</". This shows that the bound in the proposition is really reasonable.
Finally we want to extent our result to reducible curves for later applications. We need the following lemma: Proof. Decompose C in irreducible components. Then the Statement is a trivial consequence of the proposition, the lemma and the additivity of the degrees d t . α
Surfaces
Let S be an irreducible surface in G m χ G w x G m given by a polynomial f (x, y, z 3 .
From the first section we know that the torsion points are dense in 5, i.e. S = S tor , if and only if / has the form where C is a root of unity.
From now on we assume that the torsion points are not dense in S. Then we can decompose: S tor = 5' tort0 uS f tora where S tor 0 consists of the isolated torsion points and S tor ! is a union of curves which we call torsion curves. Example L Let 5 be given by
where α is taken from proposition 11 such that f=xy + a(x -y) -1 = 0 has 14 torsion points. If (C 1? ζ 2 ) is a torsion point of /= 0 then
is a torsion curve of S. Therefore S tor consists of 14 torsion curves of class a^ + a 2 a 3 .
Now we consider the case where 5 = {/= 0} and the monomial exponents offdo not lie on a plane in Z 3 . We will study only the case when / is not 2-special and has 2-exponent 1. Then we define s in the curve case: (e) (χ = y 2 , z = -j;} of class a t a 2 -h α Α α 3 -f 2α 2 α 3 .
(f) {χ = -1,>>ζ = 1} of class a t a 2 -ha! α 3 .
Therefore [S^J = 4a t a 2 -j-4a 1 a 3 -f 4a 2 a 3 .
2. There are exactly 8 isolated torsion points on S: To get some idea how good our bounds are we construct examples out of the old example. This shows that the second estimate in corollary 9 has the right order. The question is whether the extra factor d 2 in corollary 8 can be removed.
In section 3 we determined the curves of degree (1,1) with the maximum number of isolated torsion points. One can similarly ask for surfaces of degree (1,1,1) with many isolated torsion points. We don't know a global answer. The next example gives a surface with at least 176 torsion points.
Example 4. We look at the family of surfaces given by the polynomial
Let ζ be a primitive 30-th root ofunity. Determine b and c such that (l, ζ, ζ 3 ) and (ζ, ζ 2 , ζ 6 ) are on /^ = 0. Then one can check that f bc = 0 has no torsion curves and has 176 torsion points of the type (ζ 1 , C', C*) with i, 7, k e {0, . . . , 29}. Therefore # 8^,0 £ 176.
Finally we remark that in analogy to the curve cases one can also treat the case when / is 2-special. But it is rather clumsy and we omit it.
Results for higher dimensional varieties
An algorithm for determining F tor . Let V be an irreducible subvariety of (G m ) n . In this section we will describe an algorithm how one can determine F tor . The methods are the ones used for curves and surfaces. We write n (V) = n: the dimension of the space in which V lives. Below we will list some reduction Steps such that in each step out of V we get new varieties V i such that dim V { <i dim Fand n(V t ) ^ n (V) and at least one of the inequalities is strict and the torsion points of V and F f are directly connected. It is then clear that this process stops after a finite number of Steps.
We list now the reduction steps:
1. If the codimension of V in (G m ) n is > 1: Choose one coordinate, e.g. the last one and project to (G BI ) lf ~ 1 by forgetting the last coordinate. Call the projection π.
(a) dimft(F) = dim K: Then the codimension has decreased. We suppose we can determine all torsion subvarieties of π (V). All torsion subvarieties of Fare in some n~^W where PF is a torsion subvariety of π (V). Let JFbe a torsion subvariety of n (V). Then there is a parametrization φ : (G J m -> W. We define φ : (G m ) m x G m -> (GJ" by Then in order to determine (π" 1 JF) tor we only have to determine (φ" 1 F) tor . But φ' 1 V has codimension <i l and so the problem is reduced.
(b) dimTr(F) <dimF: The dimension has decreased now. It is clear that F = π (V) x G m . And therefore if we know the torsion subvarieties of π (V) we know the ones of F.
2. Now we suppose that the codimension of F is l . Then F is given by an irreducible polynomial f(x t , . . . , x").
(a) If the monomial exponents of / lie on a hyperplane in Z", e.g. then the dimension can be reduced: Suppose e" Φ 0. The equation
shows that we only have to determine the torsion subvarieties of f(x i9 ..., x"_ l5 1) = 0.
(b) We consider the case that the monomial exponents of / do not lie on a hyperplane in Z". Then we know that there is a prime number p such that / is not p-special, Le* the monotaial exponents of / do not lie on a hyperplane modulo p. We can also assume that / is /i-minimal. We sketch only the case p > 2. This means that ζ lies in a finite union of varieties whose dimension is strictly smaller than that of F. Some methods described here were already used in the section on curves of degree (l, 1). To study 'all' curves of degree (l, 1) required investigating torsion points on higher dimensional varieties.
The following corollary gives an astonishing consequence of the above conjecture.
Corollary 11. If the eonjeeture is correct then we have for i^i^n.
Proof. We prove the corollary by induction on n. It is correct for n = 2. So we suppose n > 2. Let Fbe a subvariety of (G,,,)" of codimension 1. For i = l the Statement is trivial with c i = l and for i = n it follows directly from the eonjeeture. Therefore we can assume \<i<n. Let ζ be an 'arbitrary' root of unity. Call π the projection of (G m ) n to (G^,)"" 1 by forgetting the last coordinate and F = n(Vr\ {x n = ζ}). If ζ is general then and Ptor.n-l-l = n( V tor,n-in{x n = C}) -
This implies (by abuse of notation)
[P] == [F] (without summands which contain a n ) and summands which contain a n ) .
Now we know by induction that [F tor ,"-!-. J ^ ^i [^] f and this implies [F tor II _ 1 ](without summands which contain a w )
^[Fl^without summands which contain a n ) .
Varying the coordinate the Statement of the corollary follows immediately. D
Remark. In corollary 9 we saw that if S S (G m ) 3 is a surface which is not 2-special then [5 tori J ^ 7 [5] 
